The page contains text in Punjabi about Ontario's public programs and services. It includes images of people and icons, but the text content is primarily in the Punjabi language. The text discusses various initiatives and services offered by the Ontario government, likely related to health, education, and employment. The content is structured in a way that it highlights the government's commitments to improving the quality of life for all Ontarians.
The budget includes:

- A temporary corporate tax rate of 22% for small businesses for the 2018-19 fiscal year, with the corporate tax rate peaking at 132% of the federal rate in 2018-19.
- A $170 million investment in the Ontario Economic Development Office to support small businesses.
- A $12 million investment in the Ontario Small Business Support Fund.
- A $14 million investment in the Ontario Student Support Fund.
- A $45.6 million investment in the Ontario Research Fund.
- A $90,000 investment in the Ontario film and television industry.
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The 2018 Ontario Budget

Ministry of Finance

A new initiative of $500 per household to fund ongoing maintenance and repairs of public infrastructure. This initiative is leveraged by the Ontario government to address the maintenance needs of the province.

- Increased funding of $500 per household for maintenance and repairs of public infrastructure.
- The initiative leverages increased funding by $500 per household for maintenance and repairs of public infrastructure.
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- Funding increases of $500 per household for maintenance and repairs of public infrastructure.

Events:

- 2014-15 funding increases of $23 billion for the public sector, including education, health, and housing.
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• The next 10 years will see significant transit – the 10-year transit agreement, for example, includes the Ottawa Light Rail Transit, the Waterfront Relief Line, and the London Bus Rapid Transit system. These projects will be supported by an additional $79 billion investment, helping to reduce congestion and make daily travel more convenient.

• Go Transit/UP (UP) will expand its service network and will be able to better manage transit services, helping to reduce the need for new roads and North/South Corridor (GTHA) and Regional Road initiatives. This will help to ensure that the region’s infrastructure is supported as needed.

• Over the next 10 years, $500 billion will be spent to expand GO’s network, and to improve connectivity (e.g., through the expansion of the GO Transit North-South Corridor).